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ABSTRACT Researchers have collected Twitter data to study a wide range of topics. This growing body
of literature, however, has not yet been reviewed systematically to synthesize Twitter-related papers. The
existing literature review papers have been limited by constraints of traditional methods to manually select
and analyze samples of topically related papers. The goals of this retrospective study are to identify dominant
topics of Twitter-based research, summarize the temporal trend of topics, and interpret the evolution of
topics withing the last ten years. This study systematically mines a large number of Twitter-based studies to
characterize the relevant literature by an efficient and effective approach. This study collected relevant papers
from three databases and applied text mining and trend analysis to detect semantic patterns and explore the
yearly development of research themes across a decade. We found 38 topics in more than 18,000 manuscripts
published between 2006 and 2019. By quantifying temporal trends, this study found that while 23.7% of
topics did not show a significant trend (P => 0.05), 21% of topics had increasing trends and 55.3% of topics
had decreasing trends that these hot and cold topics represent three categories: application, methodology, and
technology. The contributions of this paper can be utilized in the growing field of Twitter-based research and
are beneficial to researchers, educators, and publishers.
INDEX TERMS Literature review, social media, survey, text mining, topic modeling, Twitter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Twitter is a social media platform for computer-mediated
online communication, which shapes an emerging social
structure. This communication platform has 1.3 billion
accounts and 336 million active users posting 500 million
tweets per day [1].Twitter users can post comments known
as ‘‘tweets,’’ each restricted to 140 characters prior to October 2018 and currently, 280 characters. Unless tweets are
made private, they are publicly available and Twitter users
can show their reaction to and engagement with a tweet by
sharing it on their profile (retweet), clicking the like button,
tagging someone’s user name, or responding to the author of
the tweet [2].
Twitter has also provided Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to facilitate data collection. To access the API,

a user can apply for a developer account.1 Following the
application approval, the user has access to four keys: consumer key, consumer secret, access token, and access secret
[20]. These keys authenticate the user to access Twitter data
such as tweets and profile information. Twitter’s own API is
the most potent available tool for collecting data generated
through the interaction of Twitter users. Representing different demographic categories, Twitter data is a diverse and
salient data source for researchers [21], [22] and policymakers [23].
This global data source has earned the focus of several
studies to address a wide range of research questions in
different applications such as health and politics [24], [25].
While most studies used Twitter APIs for data collection
such as [26], other studies manually collected data like [27],
acquired Twitter data from commercial companies such as

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Xiao Liu
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1 https://developer.twitter.com/en/apply
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TABLE 1. Twitter literature review studies.

[28], or utilized previously collected data from other studies
like [29].
The diverse interests of interdisciplinary fields, like
Twitter-based research, have constantly been evolving.
Twitter-related studies have experienced an explosion of
research development during the last decade. To reflect
this development, some papers have reviewed relevant
scientific publications systematically through traditional
literature reviews. Table 1 shows the related studies
found in the Google Scholar and Web of Science
databases using two queries: ‘‘Twitter AND Survey’’ and
‘‘Twitter AND Review.’’
We have extracted some relevant features of these studies
such as data collection method, number of analyzed papers,
topic(s), and whether each included trend analysis. For the
studies which did not mention the exact number of analyzed
Twitter-based papers, we assumed the maximum number of
reviewed papers was equal to the total number of references
(#Ref). In the case of articles without research time frame
information, we assumed the maximum range of time frame
was the difference between the publication year and the
launching year of Twitter that is 2006. For example, if a
paper was published in 2012, the maximum number of years
(#Years) is 6 (2012-2006).
While the relevant studies in Table 1 provide valuable
insights, these studies have some limitations. First, a traditional literature review process starts with a large number of
manuscripts. However, this manual process is not feasible.
Therefore, researchers limit the number of papers to review –
meaning that only a sample of relevant papers was selected,
not all relevant papers [30]. Second, the first limitation indicates that the traditional approach could be prone to various
biases such as focusing on journal articles and highly cited
authors or studies [31]. Third, the traditional literature review
process is not efficient, resulting in a time-consuming and
labor-intensive process with a small sample of papers. For
example, the maximum number of Twitter-related papers
analyzed in a study was less than 160. Fourth, the existing
literature does not provide a temporal trend perspective. Fifth,
the current studies are too specific to a few topics, often only
VOLUME 8, 2020

one. Sixth, they did not show a macro-level perspective that
synthesized major disciplines and applications from the literature. Seventh, it is a difficult task to replicate and compare
the results.
This study combats these limitations using a systematic
approach to collect and analyze all relevant abstracts containing a condensed representation of the breadth of interdisciplinary Twitter-related studies. This endeavor can provide a
macro-level intellectual viewpoint to track dynamic semantic
patterns of what has been accomplished and what could be in
future Twitter-based research.
Given the large number of Twitter-related studies, a systematic review can provide a valuable perspective to better define the literature landscape. The goals of this retrospective study are to identify dominant topics of Twitterbased research, summarize the temporal trend of topics,
and interpret the evolution of topics withing the last ten
years. To achieve these goals, utilizing computational methods offers a promising, more time efficient route [32]. Therefore, we applied text mining and trend analysis to reveal the
main research themes and trends in the abstracts of more
than 18,000 papers published between 2006 and 2019. Text
mining is an effective and efficient approach that has been
applied in a wide range of research interests. With the purpose of organizing and understanding documents, text mining
disclosed hidden semantic patterns in a corpus. Then trend
analysis, or the process of measuring the variation of topic
distributions over several years, made it possible to track
the temporal changes of research activities across the years
represented in the corpus.
The contributions of this paper are four-fold. First, this
is the first research that investigates thousands of papers to
disclose the main themes of Twitter-related studies. Secondly,
the proposed framework offers a fully functional approach to
review a large number of research papers of any discipline and
track their trends across several years. So, our approach can
be utilized to understand the landscape of additional fields of
research. Thirdly, the publicly available data of this research
can be used to pursue further studies or replicate results
of this study. Fourth, the trend analysis aids both supplies
67699
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FIGURE 1. Research framework.

an overview of past research as well as insights for future
research.

and word cloud, respectively. A word cloud represents the
frequency of words in a corpus using word size – where larger
size denotes higher frequency [36] (Figure 1).

II. METHODS

This section introduces our research framework in four
phases: data collection, frequency analysis, topic modeling,
topic analysis, and trend exploration (Figure 1).
A. DATA COLLECTION

To better understand the current status of Twitter research,
studying the content of journal and conference publications can help us to detect methodological and practical
concepts [33], [34]. The abstract of an article contains
concise information which discloses the larger picture
of the article. We retrieved relevant abstracts containing ‘‘twitter’’ in their title or abstract from three major
databases: Web of Science (WOS),2 EBSCO,3 and IEEE4
in March 2019. We focused on the journal and conference
abstracts published between 2006 and 2019. The collected
data is available at https://github.com/amir-karami/TwitterResearch-Papers (Figure 1).
B. FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

Published in various domains, the abstracts are unstructured
textual data and needed to be deciphered. Text mining techniques can provide exploratory analysis to detect semantic
patterns [33]. To have an overall perspective, we analyzed
the frequency of top-10 and top-50 words using the bar chart
2 www.webofknowledge.com
3 https://www.ebsco.com/
4 https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
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C. TOPIC MODELING

As one of the most popular text mining methods, topic
modeling is an efficient and systematic approach to analyze thousands of documents in a few minutes [37]. Among
topic models, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [38] is a
valid and widely used model based on statistical distributions
[39]–[43]. LDA assumes that there is an exchange between
words and documents in a corpus representing by bag-ofwords. LDA identifies semantically related words, which
occur together in multiple documents of a corpus. These
word lists or ‘‘topics’’ are then interpreted by human intuition
as meaningful ‘‘themes’’ [44]. For example, LDA assigns
‘‘gene,’’ ‘‘dna,’’ and ‘‘genetic’’ to a theme interpreting as
‘‘genetic’’ (Figure 2).
LDA has been applied on both long-length (e.g., abstracts)
and short-length (e.g., tweets) corpora for different applications such as health [26], [45]–[47], e-petitions [48], politics
[29], [49], analysis of sexual harassment experiences [50],
[51], opinion mining [52], investigation of social media
strategy [53], [54], SMS spam detection [55], transportation literature [56], and mobile work [57], and literature
review surveys relevant to depressive disorder [58], wearable
technology [59], biomedical [36], [60], and medical case
reports [37].
We considered abstracts as our documents, hereafter using
abstract and document as interchangeable terms. LDA assigns
a degree of probability for each set of words with respect to
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 2. An example of LDA [35].

FIGURE 3. Matrix interpretation of LDA.

each of the topics and a degree of probability for each of the
topics with respect to each of the documents. In summary,
LDA identifies the relationship between the topics and documents, P(T |D), and words and topics, P(W |T ) (Figure 1). For
n documents (abstracts), m words, and t topics, the outputs
of LDA were: the probability of each of the words given a
topic or P(Wi |Tk ) and the probability of each of the topics
given a document or P(Tk |Dj ) (Figure 3). The top words
per each topic, based on the descending order of P(Wi |Tk ),
were used to represent the topics. We also used P(Tk |Dj ) to
find the weight of topics per year. For example, if the first
100 abstracts (D1 , D2 , . . . , D100 ) P
were published in 2009,
the weight of T1 in 2009 would be 100
j=1 P(T1 |Dj ).
D. TOPIC ANALYSIS

The inferred words of topics do not have inherent meaning
without additional qualitative analysis. Two of the authors
coded the topics independently by investigating the top10 words based on descending order of P(W |T ) and top5 abstracts based on descending order of P(T |D) to decode the
content of topics (Figure 1). For the disagreements, the two
coders employed another round of annotation. Finally, a third
annotator resolved any remaining disagreements. For example, the coders assigned ‘‘Politics’’ label to T2 based on
exploring the top-10 words (‘‘political, twitter, election, campaign, candidates, politicians, parties, party, elections, communication’’) in Table 2 and investigating top-5 documents
([61]–[65]) inferred by LDA.
E. TREND EXPLORATION

Statistical trend analysis of topics can aid in detecting hidden
temporal patterns to move beyond surface-level observations
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 4. Frequency of twitter-related studies from 2006 to 2018.

about research trends. To explore the trends, we used a linear
trend model to track the weight of topics within each year
using P(T |D) [58]. We used the R lm function to measure
P − Value and slope for each of topics. The P − Value
determines whether a trend is significant or meaningful (P <
0.05) and the slope shows whether a trend is increasing
(hot) or decreasing (cold) (Figure 1).
III. RESULTS

After removing duplicate records, we found 18,849 unique
abstracts written in English, published between 2006 and
2019. Figure 4 shows the total number of published papers
per year over more than one decade along with the trend
line, which illustrates a significant change (P < 0.05) with a
positive slope indicating an increasing trend. Due to incompleteness, the 2019 papers published were excluded from the
figure.
There were 1,706,918 tokens, of which 30,506 words were
unique. Word frequency analysis illustrated that more than
67701
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FIGURE 5. Frequency of words. The vertical line shows the cut-off point
for the top-50 words in the word cloud.

FIGURE 7. Word cloud of the top-50 high-frequency words.

FIGURE 6. Frequency of the top-10 high-frequency words.

90% of the unique words had less than 100-frequency. The
word frequency ranged between 2 and 38,219 occurrences
with a median 5 and average 55.95. Figure 5 shows the alignment between the frequency of words and Zipf’s law stating
the inverse relationship between the frequency of words and
their frequency rank [66]. This figure also shows the position
of the top-50 words among more than 30,000 words in the
word cloud using the vertical line.
Figures 6 and 7 show the top-10 high-frequency words and
the top-50 high- frequency words using the bar chart and word
cloud, respectively. We saw three categories of words. The
first one was expected-social media words such as ‘‘users’’
and ‘‘tweets’’ which were among the high-frequency words.
The second category represented common research paperrelated words like ‘‘data,’’ ‘‘information,’’ ‘‘use,’’ ‘‘study,’’ and
‘‘analysis.’’ The third category illustrated research topics such
as ‘‘health,’’ ‘‘political,’’ ‘‘news,’’ and ‘‘behavior.’’
Beyond preliminary frequency assessments, we used LDA
to disclose the hidden semantic structure of papers. LDA has
an important pre-processing step, which is defining the optimal number of topics. We used the latent concept modeling
[67] to estimate the optimum point. This model maximizes
the overall dissimilarity between the word distributions of
67702

FIGURE 8. Convergence of the log-likelihood for 5 sets
of 1000 integrations.

topics. Using the ldatuning R package,5 we found the optimum number of topics at 40 by applying the latent concept
modeling on the number of topics from 2 to 100. After
removing stop words (e.g., ‘‘the’’ and ‘‘a’’), we applied the
Mallet implementation of LDA [68] with its default settings
on the abstracts to detect the 40 topics.
To evaluate the robustness of LDA, this study investigated
the log-likelihood for five sets of 1000 iterations (Figure 8).
The comparison of the mean and standard deviation of iterations showed that there was not a significant difference
(P => 0.05) in log-likelihood convergence over the iterations.
Table 2 and Figure 9 show the detected 40 topics and
their weight, respectively. For example, T2 was named ‘‘Politics’’ based on interpretation of ‘‘political, twitter, election,
campaign, candidates, politicians, parties, party, elections,
communication.’’
5 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ldatuning/vignettes/topics.html
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 2. The 40 topics of twitter-related studies generated by LDA.

FIGURE 9. Sorted the 38 meaningful and relevant topics from the highest
to the lowest weight.

We removed T1 and T12 because T1 was an unrelated topic
representing animal calls and T12 contained common terms
found in writing abstracts that cannot be mapped to a specific
research theme. The weight of topics ranges from 0.044 for
sentiment analysis to 0.014 for image/video analysis with
VOLUME 8, 2020

median 0.024 and average 0.026. After the coding process
and removing the two unrelated topics, we investigated the
yearly trend of 38 topics based on aggregating P(T |D) at
the year level for ten years from 2009 to 2018 (Table 3).
Due to the low number of publications, we did not consider
2006, 2007, and 2008 trends. Out of the 38 topics, nine topics
did not have significant trends (P => 0.05), but 29 topics
had significant trends (P < 0.05) including 21 hot and
8 cold topics. Among the 29 topics with a meaningful trend,
17 topics had extremely significant (P < 0.001), 4 topics
had very significant (P < 0.01), and 8 topics had significant
(P < 0.05) changes (Figure 10).
To provide examples for each of the 38 meaningful topics and better illustrate their relevance, the coders analyzed
the five most related papers for each of the topics based
on descending order of P(T |D). The following summaries
provide more details based on studying 190 articles (5 articles per topic × 38 topic) offered by LDA. We also provide useful additional resources for methodology-related
topics.
Politics: Several studies have utilized Twitter data for
election purposes such as the impact of Twitter adoption on
the voting behavior of congressmen [61], analyzing populist
social media strategies of political actors [62], examining the
Twitter engagement between the candidates and followers
in the 2010 US midterm elections [63], investigating the
variance in partisan rhetoric of the US senators in their tweets
[64], and examining the tweets posted by the candidates
67703
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TABLE 3. Linear trend of the 38 meaningful and relevant topics (ns P => 0.05; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001).

FIGURE 10. Yearly trend of the 29 topics with P < 0.05.

during the Australian federal elections in 2013 and 2016
[65]. Having an extremely significant change (P < 0.05),
67704

politics-related twitter studies have a positive slope indicating
increasing research activity.
VOLUME 8, 2020
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Disaster Analysis: This category of study has used Twitter
data for disaster analysis such as investigating the activity of
rumor-spreading users and the debunking response behaviors
during Hurricane Sandy in 2012 and the Boston Marathon
bombings in 2013 [69], understanding how retweets spread
information during the Fukushima nuclear radiation disaster
[70], investigating the difference between the information
shared on public safety organizations’ websites and their
twitter accounts during the 2015 winter storms in Lexington,
KY [71], analyzing the tweets of government organizations
during Hurricane Harvey to disclose their disaster response
strategies [72], and examining the use of weather warning
related hashtags to disclose their effectiveness for information
retrieval and processing [73]. The trend analysis does not
show a significant change (P => 0.05) for the disaster
analysis category.
Sentiment Analysis: This topic represents a research
methodology that aids researchers in assessing whether the
sentiment polarity of tweets is positive, negative, or neutral. The studies reviewed here proposed new methods for
sentiment analysis purposes such as using N-gram analysis based on diabetes ontologies for aspect-level sentiment analysis [74], exchanging sentiment labels between
words and tweets using feature vectors to reduce the cost
of data annotation in supervised methods [75], utilizing a
pattern-based approach to classify tweets into seven classes
including happiness, sadness, anger, love, hate, sarcasm and
neutral [76], proposing a supervised sentiment analysis
method using emotion-annotated tweets, unlabeled tweets,
and hand-annotated lexicons [77], and utilizing semantic relationships between words and n-grams analysis for measuring
public sentiment [78]. Like the politics-related twitter studies,
sentiment analysis has a positive slope indicating increasing
research activities over time. For extensive details and discussions on sentiment analysis, refer to [79], [80].
Topic Modeling: This method discloses the hidden semantic structure of tweets. The studies in this theme have proposed customized topic models for Twitter data or utilized already developed topic models such as incorporating
Twitter-LDA, WordNet, and hashtags to enhance the quality
of topic-discovery [81], developing a topic model based on
high utility pattern mining to detect emerging topics [82],
utilizing an already developed method, called hierarchical
Dirichlet processes (HDP), to detect all posts related a given
event [83], proposing a model based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to extract key phrases for social media events
[84], and integrating the recurrent Chinese restaurant process
and word co-occurrence analysis to propose a nonparametric
topic model for short text documents such as tweets [85].
It is worth mentioning that the studies that utilized preexisting topic models used a qualitative approach for coding
topics. In addition, the current topic models are based on
five main approaches: linear algebra [86], probability [87],
statistical distributions [38], neural networks [88], and fuzzy
clustering [44], [89]–[91]. The topic modeling theme shows
an extremely significant change with a positive slope. For
VOLUME 8, 2020

more details and discussions on topic modeling, refer to [35],
[88], [92]–[94].
Spatial Analysis: This technique examines Twitter geolocated data such as the assessment of spatial distribution of
people’s exposure to burglaries and robberies [95], exploring different types of human activities such as shopping in
Boston and Chicago [96], creating population maps using
geo-located tweets in Indonesia [97], mapping mobility patterns in one of Chile’s medium-sized cities [98], and utilizing
Twitter data for spatial analysis of crashes in Los Angeles
[99]. The trend of spatial analysis illustrates an extremely
significant change with an increasing slope. For more details
on spatial analysis, refer to [100]–[103].
Digital Communication: This theme represents the papers
which studied digital communication issues of Twitter such
as investigating the impact of student interactions with social
media on their daily lives [104], utilizing Twitter to promote
library services [105], assessing fitness, diabetes, and meditation mobile applications based on communications in tweets
[106], understanding how Twitter has changed the communication between surgeons and colleagues and patients [107],
and investigating the Twitter application for medical communication [108]. Having an extremely significant change,
the digital communication theme shows a negative slope
indicating decreasing research activities.
Medical Education. This theme shows the research on
using Twitter for medical education purposes such as online
discussion on program evaluation [109] and research papers
[110], professional development [111], and utilizing Twitter
in emergency medicine residency programs [112] and medical conferences [113]. Having a significant change, the medical education theme have a decreasing trend.
Ethics, Law, and Privacy: This theme represents the studies discussing ethical and privacy issues such as proposing ethical frameworks for social media platforms to better
protect free speech and prevent harms [114], investigating
the challenges of current laws for social media legal cases
[115], exploring Twitter regulatory mechanisms to protect
the users against criminal offenses [116], evaluating the freedom of expression on Twitter based on the interpretation of
First Amendment [117], and understanding the legal position of Twitter’s services in the US Federal criminal courts
[118]. Having an extremely significant change, the theme
of ethics, law, and privacy illustrates decreasing research
activities.
Information Behavior. This theme includes papers that
studied information behavior on Twitter such as examining
the impact of content and context factors on retweeting [119],
disclosing the motivations behind the continuous use of Twitter services [120], analyzing the factors impacting Twitter’s
perpetuation [121], investigating the brand-following behavior of Twitter users based on the theory of planned behavior
[122], and understanding whether tweets can increase the
news knowledge of users [123]. Having a significant change,
the theme of information behavior analysis has a decreasing
trend.
67705
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Social Movement: This topic analyzed the tweets of social
movements such as the 2011 revolution in Egypt [124],
2011 revolution in Tunisia [125], 2011 occupy Wall Street
protest [126], 2009 Iranian presidential election protests
[127], and 2014 protests for the kidnapped and massacred students in Mexico in 2014 [128]. The theme of social movement
does not show a significant change over time.
Social Media Platforms. This topic is illustrated by papers
which explored and compared Twitter and other social media
platforms such as Reddit, Foursquare, Tumblr, Instagram,
Facebook, Wikipedia, and YouTube to address different
research purposes such as exploring various definitions of
social media [129], analyzing uses of social media platforms
[130], investigating social media platforms for communication in academic libraries [131], understanding how radiologists use different social media platforms [132], and exploring
the impact of social media on the competitiveness, structure,
and processes of an organization [133]. The theme of social
media platforms has a significant change with an increasing
trend.
Content Analysis: This method discloses concepts, detects
their relationships, and draws semantic inferences by interpreting and coding tweets. Examples of content analysis
studies include characterizing the content of tweets relating
to indoor tanning [134], investigating the tweets containing bullying-related words [135], exploring tweets related to
Planned Parenthood [136], analyzing the tweets related to
kidney stones [137], and comparing the marijuana-related
tweets posted before and after the 2012 US election [138].
While the topic modeling related studies analyzed the content of all collected tweets, the content analysis related
papers investigated a small sample of tweets. For example, the researchers analyzing the bullying-related tweets
selected a sample of 10,000 tweets from millions of potentially related tweets for content analysis. Like topic modeling,
content analysis shows an extremely meaningful trend with
a positive slope. For more details about content analysis,
refer to [139]–[144].
Disease Surveillance: This topic represents the papers
utilizing Twitter data for monitoring diseases such as the
2010 Haitian Cholera outbreak [145], 2015 Middle East respiratory syndrome outbreak [146], Chikungunya virus [147],
Zika virus [148], and infectious eye diseases [149]. The theme
of disease surveillance shows an extremely significant change
with a positive slope indicating increasing research activities.
Social Media Technology: This theme covers the papers
studying different aspects of social media technology such
as information sources used by students [150], financial professionals [151], and library services [152] and exchanging
health information [153], [154]. Having an extremely significant change, the theme of social media technology faces
decreasing research activities.
Sport/Entertainment: This topic illustrates the manuscripts
studying applications of social media for sport and entertainment such as campaigning again racism at the 2016 Oscars
[155], TV [156], social media [157], and women’s soccer
67706

[158], and the #metoo movement against sexual harassment
and sexual assault [159]. The trend analysis shows that
sport/entertainment related studies have a significant change
with a positive slope indicating increasing research activities.
Big Data Mining: Having a foundation in statistics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, this method detects
patterns and correlations within big Twitter data for different
applications such as sentiment analysis [160], opinion mining [161], analyzing structured and unstructured data [162],
exploring the trend change of languages [163], and spatial
analysis [164]. The trend analysis shows that big data mining
is one of the attractive research topics with an extremely
significant increase and change over time. For more details
about big data mining, refer to [165]–[169].
Big Data Architecture: This topic represents the studies
focusing on the architecture of big data such as proposing new
platforms for analyzing real-time social media data [170],
cloud systems in different locations [171], data storage and
management [172], data streaming [173], and distributed
storage systems [174]. The trend of big data architecture does
not show a significant change.
Stock Market: This theme investigates the stock market
applications of Twitter data such as investigating the relationship between relevant Twitter trends and trends of stock
options pricing [175], studying Twitter as a useful information resource for financial market activity [176], exploring the
relationship between the Twitter daily happiness trend and
the stock market trends [177], and examining the impact of
positive, negative, and neutral tweets on price returns [178]
and renewable energy stocks [179]. The stock market theme
shows a positive extremely significant change indicating high
research activities.
Recommendation System: This topic represents the
Twitter-related studies focusing on recommendation systems
for different purposes such as recommending new followers
[180], detecting interests of users [181], and developing a
personalized recommender system based on relationships
of users [182], a personalized news recommender system
utilizing news popularity on Twitter [183], and an emotionbased music recommender system [184]. The trend analysis
does not show a significant change for the recommendation
system topic.
Altmetrics: This topic considers non-traditional scholarly
impact measurements based on web activities such as tweeting. This theme represents the studies analyzing researchrelated discussions on Twitter such as understanding the
impact of online non-social media discussions on social
media activities such as liking and tweeting [185], evaluating
mentions of papers as an alternative method for research
assessment [186] in different domains such as humanities
[187] and dental research [188], and comparing alternative
metrics such as Twitter mentions and traditional metrics
like citations in medical education [189]. The altmetrics
topic has a positive significant trend indicating high research
activities. More discussions on altmetrics can be found
in [190]–[195].
VOLUME 8, 2020
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Survey. Using statistical techniques, this research method
investigates a data sample collected from a population by traditional data collection techniques like developing a questionnaire. This topic represents the manuscripts in two directions.
The first one is using surveys for studying Twitter-related
issues such as investigating social media users’ preference for
oral health information searching [196], analyzing the relationship between gender, personality, and Twitter addiction
[197], sleep disturbance and social media use [198], and eating concerns and social media use [199]. The second direction
is posting a survey on Twitter to hire participants for research
such as evaluating a home drinking assessment scale based on
the initial psychometric properties [200]. The studies based
on the survey topic have an extremely significant change with
a positive trend. For more details on survey methods, refer to
[201]–[204].
Experiment. This method investigates the impact of changing the independent variable (the cause) on the dependent
variable (the effect). Experiment-related studies developed
trials for different research purposes such as investigating
the impact of social media activities on web visits of a
journal [205], posting tweets on promoting knowledge products [206], developing engagement strategies on social media
webpage visits of a state health-system pharmacy organization [207], and lifestyle related tweets on weight loss [208],
and examining the relationship between Twitter use, physical activity, and body composition [209]. The experiment
theme has high research activity with an extremely significant
change. More discussions and details on developing experiments can be found in [210], [211].
Natural Language Processing (NLP): This method utilized
artificial intelligence techniques to analyze natural language
text or speech. NLP has been utilized for different purposes on
Twitter such as analyzing the use of diminutive interjections
[212], the meanings of different combinations of hashtags
starting with #jesuis [213], and the geographic patterns of
African American Vernacular English posts [214], proposing
a normalization method to convert Malay Tweet language
to standard Malay [215], and decoding different languages
on tweets [216]. Having an extremely significant change,
the NLP theme has an increasing trend. For more discussion
on NLP, refer to [217]–[221].
Public Relations: This theme is seen in papers which utilize Twitter in public relations for different firms such as nonprofit organizations [222], media organizations [223], state
health departments [224], global organizations [225], and
Fortune 1000 companies [226]. The trend of public relations
does not have a significant change over time.
Opinion Mining: While sentiment analysis explores public
feeling about a given topic, opinion mining investigates the
reasons or driving forces behind the public feeling. Within
this topic, studies investigated public opinion with respect to
different issues such as the 2015 Ireland same-sex marriage
referendum [227], climate change [228], the Dakota access
pipeline [229], the U.S. nuclear energy policy [230], and the
2011 Norwegian election [231]. Having an extremely signifVOLUME 8, 2020

icant change, the opinion mining theme has an increasing
trend. For more discussions and details on opinion mining,
refer to [79], [232].
Health Discussion: This theme shows Twitter-related studies focused on health topics such as orthodontic retention
[233], lung cancer [234], depression and schizophrenia [235],
diabetes [236], and mental health [237]. Having an extremely
significant change, the health discussion theme has a positive
slope.
Citizen-Government Interaction: This topic appears in
studies which investigated the interaction between governments and citizens with respect to different issues such as
foreign policy in Canada [238], public policy of the 75 largest
U.S. cities [239], food policy in South Korea [240], the transparency of public agencies in Thailand [241], and presentational strategies of the Canadian Toronto Police Service
[242]. The trend of the citizen-government interaction theme
does not have a meaningful change.
Community Analysis: This topic represents the research
which analyzed Twitter communities developed for different
purposes such as peer-to-peer file sharing [243], developing
personal communities [244], learning [245], and support for
weight loss [246] and physical activity [247]. The community
analysis has a significant negative slope indicating decreasing
research activities.
Marketing: This theme shows papers which analyzed Twitter data for marketing functions such as customer knowledge
management [248], competitive advantage [249], consumer
behavior analysis [250], consumer opinion analysis [251],
and brand-building and customer acquisition [252]. Like
community analysis, marketing has a significant decreasing
trend.
Human Behavior: This topic shows studies which investigate the intersection of social networking and human behavior such as interpersonal relationships [253], bridging and
bonding social capital [254], organizational processes and
employee performance [255], face-to-face pro-social behaviors [256], and internal and external motivations for the use
of social media [257]. The trend of human behavior does not
have a meaningful change.
Social Network Analysis: This method utilizes graph theory to characterize the structure of social networks. This topic
represents the studies which analyzed Twitter networks for
different purposes such as consensus formation processes
[258], classifying complex networks [259], and information
diffusion methods like epidemic [260], null [261], and evolutionary game theory [262] models. The trend of social
network analysis does not have a significant change. For
extensive details and discussion on social network analysis,
refer to [263]–[266].
Image/Video Analysis: This method uses qualitative
approaches to code image/video data of online posts and categorize them. This topic is illustrated by studies that studied
images and videos with respect to different issues such as
fitness and thinness [267], the Boston marathon bombing
[268], eating disorders [269], life experience [270], the online
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activists of Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) [271]. The
trend of image/video analysis does not have a meaningful
change. For more discussion on image/video analysis, refer
to [272], [273].
Drug: This topic shows Twitter-related studies investigated
different drugs such as E-cigarettes [274], blunts [275], marijuana and alcohol [276], hookah [277] and opioids [278].
The Drug topic has a very significant positive slope indicating
high research activities.
Activism: This topic illustrates the studies which investigated Twitter activism such as feminism [279], African
American activism [280], resistance to political movements
[281], indigenous activism [282], and anti-racism [283]. The
activism topic has a very significant positive slope indicating
high research activities.
Web Technology: This theme represents the papers focused
on web technology issues such as comparing Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) of multiple companies like
Twitter and Facebook [284], exploring different web development platforms [285], analyzing different aspects of open
APIs [286], archiving social media (Web 2.0) content [287],
and developing new open source applications based on the
Twitter API to archive data for research purposes [288].
The web technology topic has a significant negative slope
indicating decreasing research activities.
Graph Mining: This method explores the characteristics of
graphs to recognize and predict patterns. This topic includes
studies that utilized Twitter data for the evaluation of graph
mining models developed for different purposes such as
clustering [257], triangle counting [289], anomaly detection [290], understanding dynamic graphs [291], and graphconstrained coalition formation [292]. Having an extremely
significant change with a positive slope, the graph mining
theme has high research activities. For more discussion on
graph mining, refer to [293]–[295].
Pedagogical Use: This theme illustrates the studies that
used Twitter for educational purposes such as enhancing
learning [296], engaging students [297], designing an open
online course [298], professional purposes [299], and developing a professional learning network [300]. Having an
extremely significant change, the pedagogical use theme has
a negative slope.
Security: This topic shows studies which proposed detection methods for security issues such as spams [301],
social bots [302], malicious accounts [303], fake identities [304], and suspicious URLs [305]. The security
topic has a very significant change with an increasing
trend.
IV. DISCUSSION

To better understand the growing field of Twitter-related studies, this study provides a bird’s eye view to explore the overall
and temporal patterns of major topics within the past years of
Twitter related papers. This research has some methodological advantages over traditional literature review studies. First,
traditional methods were limited to a small sample of related
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papers, while this study investigates all relevant papers in
three well known and popular databases. Second, traditional
methods develop a codebook based on studying a data sample
to detect themes within a set of papers. It is humanly impossible to recognize all themes within scholarly publications,
but this research utilizes an unsupervised machine learning
technique that is an efficient approach that does not need the
codebook. Third, previous research defined the total number
of themes in traditional methods, while this paper applies
an estimation method to find the optimal number of topics.
Fourth, while previous studies selected a sample of papers
for the traditional qualitative coding, we use a computational
approach to find the most related papers for each of the
topics systematically. Fifth, the topic discovery process in
this paper has been implemented in an efficient process; in
comparison, traditional methods face a time-consuming and
labor-intensive process.
Among the meaningful and relevant topics, while 23.7% of
topics did not show a significant trend over time, 55.3% had
increasing (hot) and 21% had decreasing (cold) trends. These
topics can be discussed in three categories: (1) application, (2)
methodology, and (3) technology (Table 4). The topics in the
first category are made up of studies which utilized Twitter
data for different applications including business and management such as marketing, education like medical pedagogy,
health such as disease surveillance, media like social media
platforms, politics such as elections, and psychology and
society like information behavior. The second category indicates the methodology related topics in six sub-categories:
•
•
•

•
•
•

computational (analytical) techniques (e.g., sentiment
analysis)
qualitative techniques (e.g., traditional content analysis)
mixed methods using a computational techniques (e.g.,
text mining) for detecting topics in a corpus and a qualitative approach (e.g., coding) for disclosing the theme
of topics
quantitative techniques (e.g., survey)
research facilitation to find and hire participants by posting surveys on Twitter
data resources for evaluating new methods

The third category of topics investigated different technological aspects of social media such as APIs. While the
technology related topics have a negative slope, all the
methodology-related and most of the application-related topics had high research activities between 2009 and 2018.
Among the application-related topics, politics, stock market, and information behavior were the top hot topics, and
marketing, ethics, law, and privacy, and medical education
were the top cold topics. Considering the methodology
related topics, while survey and experiment are traditional
qualitative and quantitative methods, the rest of methodologies are computational methods. Therefore, it seems that the
large scale of Twitter data was the reason that the research
activities using the computational research methods were
more prevalent than the ones applying the qualitative and
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 4. Categories of topics. The topics with P < 0.05 ranked from the highest to the lowest slope values.

quantitative methods. Table 4 shows sentiment analysis, big
data mining, and topic modeling were not only the hot topics but also the high-ranking topics among all the detected
topics. In the technology category, the meaningful trends
were decreasing, indicating low research activities. Increasing or decreasing trends can also correspond to the research
needs and opportunities [306].
In summary, evidenced by the increasing number of publications and trend of most topics having a significant change,
Twitter-based research will continue to evolve in formal sciences (e.g., computer science), natural science (e.g., health),
and social science (e.g., political science). Due to the positive
slope in Figure 4, we also expect to see more Twitter-based
research activities in the following years, overall.
Our findings show that researchers utilized different data
sizes including a few thousand (small scale), several hundred thousand (medium scale), and millions (large scale) of
data records on Twitter. These studies used structured data
(e.g., the number of followers) or unstructured data (e.g.,
image/video and tweets), which unstructured data has been
investigated more than structured data on Twitter.
Researchers applied qualitative, quantitative, computational (analytics), and mixed methods to address their
research goals and questions. Due to the massive number of
tweets, the most popular research approaches were computational methods, including supervised methods such as classification techniques and unsupervised methods like clustering
techniques.
The recognized static and dynamic patterns disclose a
macro-level perspective into some aspects as follows. First,
the frequency analysis provides an overall picture of the
VOLUME 8, 2020

Twitter-related studies. Second, the detected topics illustrate
major Twitter research themes. Third, the weight of topics
shows the importance or popularity of topics. Fourth, the temporal topic analysis demonstrates the changes in research
interests during the time frame. Fifth, the detected trends help
to provide an overview of past studies and offer insight for
future studies. Sixth, the top words of topics can be used as
keywords to assist researchers in finding relevant studies with
respect to a topic for more in-depth analysis of that topic.
This study is beneficial to researchers for understanding
the larger picture of Twitter-related studies and their trends,
to educators for defining the scope of social media related
courses, to journal editorial boards and publishers for categorizing research topics in social media, to publishers for
investing more on hot topics, and to science policymakers and
funding agencies for developing strategic plans.
V. CONCLUSION

This research proposes a systematic framework to have a
better understanding of Twitter-related studies and their hot
and cold topics. Our findings show the potential of this
research to understand large-scale research corpora and the
usefulness of text mining and trend analysis to investigate
research themes and their trends in an efficient time-frame.
Some key conclusions of this research are as follows:
• The number of Twitter publications has been increased
significantly since 2006 and is expected to grow in the
following years.
• Sentiment analysis, social network analysis, big data
mining, topic modeling, and content analysis were the
most discussed topics.
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•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

There were more research activities in application and
methodology related topics than the ones in technology
related topics.
Most of the topics with meaningful trend (P < 0.05) had
an increasing trend (Slope > 0).
While different research approaches were used, supervised and unsupervised computational methods were
discussed more than traditional research methods.
Different data types (structured and unstructured) and
data scales (small, medium, and large size) have been
studied in the literature.
Twitter was used as not only a data source but also a
facilitator for hiring research participants.
Twitter has been studied by researchers in formal, natural, and social sciences.
Twitter-based research is a growing field recognized for
population-level data.
The collaboration of formal, natural, and social sciences
on investigating Twitter data shows that Twitter-based
research is an interdisciplinary field.
Compared to traditional literature review methods,
the methods of this paper are systematic, fast, and efficient.

While this survey paints a picture to illustrate where
Twitter-related studies have been during the past years and
might go in the following years, it has some restrictions. First,
our data collection was limited to three databases. Second,
this study did not consider other social media platforms (e.g.,
Facebook) to compare the research of multiple platforms.
Third, this research focused on manuscripts published in
English. Fourth, while this research is a high-level analysis
providing a good overview of major topics and trends, it does
not capture a full meaning of our data and sub-categories
of the detected topics. Considering these limitations, future
directions may consider other databases such as Scopus
(https://www.scopus.com), multiple social media platforms,
non-English-language publications, and investigating each of
the detected topics to find sub-topics.
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